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THERE ARE two ways to classify attractors. The first way is to ask, when are the restrictions of two 
diffeomorphisms to their attractors conjugate ? The second way is to ask, when are two 
diffeomorphisms conjugate in neighborhoods of their attractors? R. Williams has studied the first 
question for expanding attractors (hyperbolic structure with dimension of the attractor equal the 
dimension of the unstable splitting) under the assumption that the stable foliation is C’ [7,8,9]. In 
this note we give an example that shows these are different questions, i.e. we give two 
diffeomorphisms f and g with attractors At and Ae such that f: A, -+ A, is conjugate to g: 
A, -+ A, but there is not even a homeomorphism from a neighborhood of A, to a neighborhood of 
A, taking A, to AI. (They are embedded differently.) We also exhibit a technique (for this one 
example) that may overcome the assumption that the stable foliation is C” in the work of R. 
Williams. We end with an appendix that proves directly that an expanding attractor is locally 
homeomorphic to a Cantor set cross a u-dimensional disk. Here u is the dimension of the unstable 
bundle. 
In the example, the expanding attractor, A,, has 3-dimensional stable splitting, and 
A, n w’(x) is a zero dimensional set that is embedded as Antoine’s necklace, see [4] for 
description. The diffeomorphism is modeled on a linear expanding map, A : TZ+ T’, that is five 
to one. The diffeomorphism f is from T* x S’ x Dz into itself. The endomorphism A can be 
realized by a second diffeomorphism g: T* x D’ + T2 x D3. Then the expanding attractor for g, 
AR, intersects each stable manifold in a tamely embedded Cantor set, A. n W’(x). These are the 
two attractors mentioned above that are conjugate in the first sense but not the second. S. 
Newhouse has constructed a zero dimensional hyperbolic set with A fl W’(x) an Antoine’s 
necklace, see [5]. It is not an attractor. 
The construction. Let A: T*+ T’ be given by the matrix 
This matrix has det A = 5 and eigenvalues i(5 2 t/5). Therefore A is five to one and expanding 
since both eigenvalues are larger than one. 
First we give a tame realization of A as a diffeomorphism, g: T2 x D’-+ T2 x D3. This is 
similar to the construction for z + z*, see [6]. Define g(x, y, r) = (A (x, y), ar + Ix) where 
(x. y) E T’, r ED’, and x is also thought of as lying in S’ CR’X OCR’. 
LEMMA. If A (x, y) = A (x’, y ‘) then x’ = x + (p/S) and y ’ = y - (3/5)p + m for some integers p 
and m. (Here we think of (x, y) E R* the covering space.) 
Proof. If A (x, y) = A (x’, y’) on T’ then 3x + y = 3x’ + y’ + m and x + 2y = x’ + 2y’ + n on 
R’ where m and n are integers. Solving for x’ we get 5x’ = 5x + n - 2m or x’ = x + (p/5) where p 
is an integer. Then y = y’ - 3(x - x’) + m = y’ - (3/5)p + m. 
Applying the lemma, we see that if g(x, y, r) and g(x’, y’, r’) lie over the same point in T’, 
then either (x, y) = (x’,y’) in T’ or x’ differs from x by p/S for 1~ p 5 4. Therefore 
g(T’ x D’) II ({x0} x {yO} x D’) is 5 three-disks of radius a centered at i(xO+ exp (2zip/5)) for 
p = 0, 1, 2, 3, 4. These disks are disjoint. Then gz(Tzx D’) has 25 disks of radius 1116 over each 
point of T’. Continuing we get that A, = n {g”( T* x D’); n 2 0) has a Cantor set over each point 
of T’, A, fl ({x0} x {yO} x D3) is a Cantor set C. Locally in a neighborhood of a point z E As, A8 is a 
two-disk cross a Cantor set. (We could have used D* instead of D’ but we wanted to have the 
same dimension as the second example.) 
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Now we give a second realization of A : T’ -+ T’ as a diffeomorphism in five dimensions. We 
want to define f: T’ x S’ x D’+ T’x S’ x D’ that contracts on the fiber over points of T’. (The 
fibers are solid tori.) To define f, we first let R,: S’ x D’+ S’ x D2 be given by 
R,(& w) = (0 + t, w) where S’ = R’ mod I. This rotates S’ x D’ around the S’ direction. Let cp: 
S’ X D’-* S’ x D’ be an embedding into such that Rpls (Image cp) are disjoint but R,,, (Image cp) 
and K+,,) (Image cp) link for p = 0, I, 2,3,4. This is an “Antoine’s necklace configuration.” Such 
a cp can be obtained by contracting the solid torus, twist it, and map it a little more than l/5 of the 
way around S’ in S’ x D’. (Fig. 1.) 
Nowdefinef: T’xS ~D~~~~~S’~D*byf(~,y,~)=(A(x,y),R,cp(z))where(x,y)~T~ 
and z E S’ x D’. Clearly f is an immersion that covers A : T’ + T’. The proof that f is one to one 
is as before. If f(x, y, z) = f(x’, y’, z’), then x’ = x + p/5. If p # 0, then R,(Rp15 Image (9) and 
R, (Image cp) are disjoint. Therefore p = 0. Then (x, y) = (x’, y’) in T’. But with (x, y) fixed f is an 
embedding so one to one, z = z’. 
We have proved that f: T2 x S’ x D2 + TZ x S’ x D* is a embedding. Then f ( T2 x S’ x D*) f~ 
({x0)x {y,,}x S’ x D’}) is a chain of solid tori with two succeeding tori linked. Iterating, 
f’(T’ x S’ x D’) subdivides each of these solid tori into a chain of five smaller linked tori, or 
twenty-five in all. Let A, = 17 p(T2 x S’ x D’): n LO}. This is an expanding attractor. The 
intersection with each fiber {x0} x {yo} x S’ x D2 is zero-dimensional but it is wildly embedded. If 
(x, y, z) E A,, then every small three-disk neighborhood B about z in {x} x {y} X S’ X D2 has a 
boundary that intersects A,, dB II A,# 0. (There are neighborhoods homeomorphic to solid tori 
whose boundaries miss A,, so it is still zero-dimensional.) This zero-dimensional set in R’ is called 
Antoine’s necklace, see [4]. 
Now both f: A, -+ Af and g : A. + Ap are modeled on A : T2 -+ T2, and so they are conjugate 
to the shift map on the inverse limit, see [9]. Therefore f/A, and g/A, are conjugate. However 
there is no homeomorphism from a neighborhood of A to a neighborhood of AX taking A, to A8. 
To see this, notice for x E A, there is an arbitrarily small three-disk B through x in W’(X, g) with 
aB n AK = 0. (Since B C W’(x, g), it is topologically transverse to W”(x, g).) Let h be a 
homeomorphism of the type above. Because of the topology of expanding attractors 
h W” (x, g) C W”(hx, f), see Appendix. Then hB would be topologically transverse to W” (hx, f) 
and a(hB) fl A, = 0. This can not happen since A, is locally homeomorphic to (A, 0 WLJhx, f)) X 
W,“,(hx, f). This contradicts the existence of such a homeomorphism. 
A second feature off is in relationship to the conditions that imply the stable foliation is C’. If 
T is a linear isomorphism, let m(T) = llT-‘11-’ be the minimum norm. Then IIDfX [&‘/I > 2/j 
because a curve l/2 of the way around S’ in S’ x D2 has an image that goes more than l/5 of the 
way around S’. Also jjDfX lE,“II = (5 + v/5)/2 is the largest eigenvalue of A : T’-+ T’. Similarly 
m (DfX I,!?,“) = (5 - d/5)/2 is the smallest eigenvalue. Then 
IlDfx IE,‘II . IIDfxIEx”II >+5+q5)/(5-d5)~(6+2~/5)/10>1. 
m(DfxIK”)-5 
This can not be avoided since the tori link. In fact if f’ is isotopic to f in TZ x S’ x D* through 
diffeomorphisms whose invariant sets are hyperbolic, then it appears there will still be a point 
x E A,, with 
IjDf:lEI”II . IiDf’iEX”‘II > 1, 
m(DfjEX”‘) 
where E”@ E” is the splitting for f’. By standard approximation techniques, [I] or [2], most 
Fig. I. 
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approximations f” of f’ will have stable foliations that are not C’. (f’ does not satisfy the 
eigenvalue assumptions.) 
The reason that these facts are interesting is related to the assumption that the stable foliation 
is C’ in the work of R. Williams. If we start off with any expanding attractor for f, we could hope 
to isotope f to f’ where f’ has a C’ stable foliation. The only known way to insure this (except for 
a concrete diffeomorphism as f in our example), is to have 
We can apply the theory of I91 to f’ to get that f’l& is conjugate to the inverse limit of an 
expanding map on a branched manifold. Since the isotopy varies over a connected interval of 
parameters, if we preserve hyperbolicity, we get that flA, is conjugate to f’]A,,. Therefore f/A, is 
conjugate to an inverse limit of an expanding map on a branched manifold. The above example 
proves there can be an obstruction to carrying out this program. 
If we are only interested in classifying f]A, we can add dimensions to our manifold and then 
perform the isotopy. In our example this can be done as follows. Take 0 < A < I such that 
h {S + V/5/5 - V/5} < 1. Let F: T2xS’xD2xD2-,T2xS’xD2xD’ be defined by 
F(x, y, z, w) = l_f(x, y, z), Aw). Then F restricted to its expanding attractor, AF, is conjugate to 
fli\,. We first isotope F out into D2 by Ft(x, y, z, w) = (f(x, y, z), Aw + tx) where x E S’ CR’. 
Remember that f(x, y, z) = (A(x, y), R,cp(z)). Let (p.: S’ X D2 -+ S’ x D2 be an isotopy with 
cpo= cp and ll(Dv Jz II . (5 + q5)/(5 - d/5) < I. Let F,, CT y, z, w 1 = (A (x, y ), R,cp, (x), 
A(w - tx) + tf,(x, y, z)). First we isotope with t until the attractor is out in the D’ direction. Then 
we shrink with s until we have added enough contraction. While we isotope with t, F,, is one to 
one as before. While isotoping with s, if R,(x, y, z, w) = F,,(x’, y’, z’, w’) then x’ = x exp (-p/5) 
in S’ as before. Since Aw + tx = hw’ + tx’, for large enough t we get x = x’. Then we get y = y’, 
z = z’, w = w’ as before. Therefore it is one to one. 
APPENDIX 
One of the theorems in [9], is that given an expanding attractor f: A --, A with stable foliation 
C’, then A is locally homeomorphic to a Cantor set across a u disk. The assumptions were used 
because the proof used branched manifolds. We give a direct proof here that applies to all 
expanding attractors. 
Let A be an expanding attractor and x E A. Let D’ be a small closed disk neighborhood of x 
in W’(x). Let C = D” fI A. By the local product structure[6], U{ W;_(y): y E C} is a 
neighborhood of x in A. Since the W;=(y) are homeomorphic to u disks, we only need to prove 
that C is a Cantor set. First, C is closed because A and D are closed. Next, C is zero-dimensional 
because u = dim A 2 (dim C) + dim WE,(y) = dim C + u. Therefore, C is totally disconnected 
(connected components are points.) Lastly, let p be a periodic point in A. Then W”(p) is dense in 
A, in the strong sense that any W&(y) is the limit of a sequence of distinct disks in W”(p). In 
particular, W”(p) is dense in U{ WY-(y): y E C} SO that W”(p) fl C is dense in C. Therefore C is 
perfect. However, any closed, perfect, totally disconnected set is a Cantor set[4]. 
This proof raises the question for attractors that are not expanding: what sort of set is 
W’(x) n A? Does W’(x) n A always contain disks of dimension equal dim A - u? 
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